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To talk in the abstract about such a discipline complex as marketing is 

not an easy task.   The subject is so vast,  covering such wide areas as 

"product planning"   for a given market ; production of the proouct., with 

attention to varying inputs according to technological content, which in 

turn defines the degree of capital intensity needed to produce it and ot 

technical skill required to keep the lines flowing;   and finally, merchandising 

of the product, which may or may not involve packaging, advertising and 

of course setting up new or exploitation of old and/or other distribution 

channels. 

These problems change from product to product and from country to 

country.    To talk about marketing in a developing country compounds 

these problems, since there are degrees of development among coun- 

tries,  broadly speaking, but there are also degrees of development 

within the countries themselves. 

Oil producing countries illustrate this point.    They have a highly 

developed oil extracting and possibly oil processing industry, with 
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otherwise relatively weak industrial infrastructure.   As a matter of 

fact, one need not go so far.   Take the case of one of the world's 

highly industrialized countries   -   Italy.   It displays two faces   -   one, 

highly industrialized and prosperous in the North;   the other, relatively 

backward and poor in terms of per capita income,  in the South. 

Having said this ,1 .-hall focus on thr. wasys in which the industrial 

expansion of one of the least developed countries needs to be planned 

through domestic marketing, it being understood that marketing is to 

be regarded as the complex strategy which starts with assessment of 

the need for a product, to its production and its ultimate sale to the 

consumer. 

As previously     entioned it is no easy task to talk about such complex 

problems in the ab   ract.   They embrace every conceivable type of 

consumer   or capital goods   -   each requiring a specific strategy to 

be adapted to the special co iditions of the country involved.   Analysing 

these problems is made even n, me difficult when one needs to refer 

them to specific areas such as the   "Least Developing Countries". 

To define the term   "Least Developing Country"   (LDC)   is therefore 

a must.   It is not easy, for here again even a LDC n ay dispose of 

some industrial structures which, in areas where they exist, place the 

country tn a higher developing bracket than a neighbouring country. 
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For the purpose of this paper, a LDC is a country which is least 

developed on a wide front, heving only the rudiments of an industrial 

infrastructure and an essentially agricultural economy run by farmers 

earning a very low per capita income.   In such an area, the major 

marketing planning effort must be concentrated on helping the rural 

population meet its food requirements by increasing productivity, and 

by in »proving the quality and the quantity of production to permit the 

flow to local and foreign markets of surplus produce. 

FALLACIES AND DREAMS 

Having established these premises, it is obvious that any industrialization 

process planned for such a type of country must have the primary goal 

of increasing the standard of living and improving the quality of life of 

the rural population, for, after all, the largest segment of the population 

is rural.   It is in the villages that the people live all their lives, that 

they toil and die. 

I well realize that it is the ambition of many governments to set up 

industrial plants wtth the well-meaning intent to depress rural 

unemployment or underemployment and mwe the available labor force 

to newly created industrial areas located, in moat cases, around the 

large urban settlements. 
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No matter how well-intentioned or seemingly justified such a policy 

may be, its insidious dangers must not be overlooked.   History 

shows, in Europe and elsewhere in the world,how the congregation 

of uprooted rural laborers on the outskirts of urban settlements 

creates a negative and congested situation, which tends to have a 

snow-balling effect.    This type of rural migration to urban areas   - 

if not properly contained   -   soon forces governments to face up to 

unforeseen consequences, requiring very costly social expenditures 

which are not compensated for by the small benefits achieved in 

terms of employment. 

Once this type of industrial process is encouraged, migration of rural 

workers to the cities tends to move at an uncontrollable pace.   The 

"bidonvilles"   will mushroom, with the inescapable social misery and 

discontent they generate, for governments are not financially 

prepared to face the social investments required in terms of housing, 

schools, public transportation, recreation facilities, etc. 

One must therefore be extremely careful in moving on the path of 

rapid and ill-considered industrialization sine«, once started, the 

process is irreversible.   Benefits obtained may be nullified by 

damages to the nation's social tissue.   Suffice to say that famtly 

ties are broken, that the uprooted individual worker lives undar 

 — •   •—"— •*"• —-—-<•—**•*—  *^^- -J«*-I— -—j—-" —^*—— 
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miserable (bidonville)   conditions   -   these conditions may be equally 

miserable in their own villages but there at least they form part of 

an integrated society which has formed the individual and which he 

accepts as natural, and that working and living conditions in alienating 

plant surroundings and a degradating urban milieu bear heavily on tne 

psyche of the individual thus transplanted. 

Many developing countries and some of the LDCs have ambitious 

industrial programs.   Some are necessary to create an indispensable 

minimum for an industrial base.    In most cases they are what I would 

define as macro-projects   -  the construction of hydroelectric dams, 

the setting up of steel mills, the development of mining operations, 

etc .   Some of this, of couree, must to some extent be accepted, 

although one wonders whether more modest projects would not only 

be less costly in terms of capital expenditure but also in terms of 

social disruption. 

What I want to say is that in many instances industrialization at any 

cost leads to the kind of effect one obtains by precipitating a bulky 

body   in the calm surface of a shallow lake.   It produces a tidal wave 

effect highly damaging to the life of the water and possibly fatal to 

the lake's natural surroundings. 

ÚUttM^M^^H«MHM«lÍMI^tfM*IIÍÍMni^*rtMN«HMÍMMHa^MBaaBMHHMMBMaBaH«Í 
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On the other hand, the obvious alternative seems to be a sensible, 

well-planned, low-keyed industrialization effort based on incentives 

aimed at encouraging the growth of   micro-production units almost 

at craftman, workshop scale, planted in the rural or close to small 

urban inland areas and aimed at: 

+       assisting in developing local skills 

+       giving the rural population work on the spot or within its 

immediate natural surroundings 

+      supplying such population with the products it needs, both in 

terms of quality required and price. 

Such a process, given proper incentives, would be like throwing a 

hundred pebbles into the waters of a dormant lake.   Each would stir 

up small circular waves, which would enliven and oxygenate the 

stagnant waters, without creating any upheavals. 

To put it another way, why erect a cathedral in a desert.   It would 

be so much more useful to build 100 chapel» in the villages. 

This axiom is particularly evident when considered from a specific 

angle   - -  that of the professional formation of •kills «nd that of the 

encouragement of private talents and Initiative. 
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Construction of a cathedral may require 1,000 workers to dig the 

foundations, cut the stones and do the masonry work.   Each worker 

will perform his job with the vision of an ant and will never understand 

the complexity of the whole.   When completed, the cathedral will be 

run by a handful of specialists   -   foreign or national   -   and at the 

lower levels, each hand will have a very short-sighted view of the job 

to be performed, with little if any overall understanding of the whole 

work process.   Thus    skills developed remain narrowly compartmented. 

Other arguments support our view on setting up of large industrial 

complexes.   I would like to mention briefly : 

+      Any large industrial complex set up for the production of 

consumer or other goods would obviously be done by a multi- 

national .   The final product would be one tested and already 

manufactured in some other area, and would be produced in the 

new host country for that country's market.   It would be a 

foreign product, made with Western methods and merchandised 

through the ftrm's own distribution channels.   The question 

raised is how much would a LDC benefit from such an operation 1 

+       Should a similar large complex be set up through local initiative 

with the idea of exporting the final product to the West or other 

markets, it should be remembered that the product would be 



compacting with similar products.   The question raised is   - 

could it compete, both in terms of quality and prie©  ! 

With development of small projects   (mini-industries or   "chapels" 

as I like to call them), the process is reversed.   The industry would 

grow naturally from within, and would be of such size as to satisfy 

immediate demand   -   with room, of course, for growth.   Its set-up 

would be the result of local initiatives and skills;   its building would 

be carried out by workers capable of performing all the phases of 

construction, and when completed, because of its size, the man 

working as an iron-smith would also be capable of operating a lathe 

or some other piece of simple machinery.   In short,   all workers 

would have an understanding of the overall manufacturing process. 

Later, with market growth, the better workers, the foremen, who 

have learned their jobs, could split and set up   -  with the experience 

so acquired   -  a new chapel which could grow freely and possibly 

lead to new splits in the same or in another direction. 

This is a process which we have witnessed during the last 20 years 

in Italy.   It has led that country from the threshold of an agricultural 

economy to that of a highly industrialized one. 

»^•'-—•-•• —~~   —    ----"llllfl     I     mitr-*    —    "    ---*^-^-^*faJ»^ 3fe^«^—   j^^^.   1 J,^-M^,.^   S^M^£^.   ^OA^^lM 
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WHERE AND HOW TO START INDUSTRIALIZATION 

In our discussion we have accepted as a model a LDC, i.e., a 

country with rudimentary irdustrtal infrastructure, with an economy 

based on agriculture and animal husbandry, and with a r jral population 

of low educational achievement, living at about subsistence level. 

We realize that this model is an extreme one.   In reality the situation 

may be quite different since, even if such model were to exist in 

theory, any LDC has within its own boundaries more highly developed 

and less well developed areas.    But the nxxJel stands, at least for the 

sake of our argument I 

Well I   Accepting this theoretical model, let us look at what the casual 

observer is bound tó discover and the reni«tdies which suggest 

themselves i 

+      One would find a population, -  of, as said before, low educational 

level   -  working hard to toil a poor or a rich soil or raise its 

cattle  -  with primitive tools.   Production per capita  -  because 

of prevailing conditions  -   is low.   Some of these conditions are 

beyond control  - -  soil poverty, climatic conditions, etc.   But 

some can be controlled and corrected by i 

t-aa-,   J**¿L~¿*¿-áULiiu¡i&..M ..^M^,^A .^.^¿wfc.».-. j^.i¿Júa.. .-.A.........  »:.   ,.... A   -  r..      .,.\.   ...        ...ü^ —..» 
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- better education, 

- improved professional competence; 

- increased productivity by using better and gradually more 

sophisticated work tools. 

We thus arrive at the obvious conclusion that, to raise hi» standard 

of living, the farmer needs the proper work tools and ths know-how 

to use them. 

This observation leads to a second truism  -  ths farmer needs tools 

made and designed for  his specific needs as well as tools which he 

can afford to buy.   He does not need powerful and expensive tractors 

or complex farm machinery designed to operate under more 

sophisticated conditions.   He could not afford such equipment and 

would not know how to put it to bast use, not to mention that the 

equipment may not even be designed to perform under prevailing 

conditions. 

Starting from these two-self-evident observations, ths answers to 

the LDC farmer tool requirements are quite simpls -  they must 

be produced locally and their degree of sophistication must bs 

achieved gradually. 
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Thersfore, to begin with, production must strass what I would like 

to call Generation I   hand-operated farmer's tools, such as steel 

forks, rakes, hoes, sickles, scythes, etc.   The same reasoning 

applies to any type of  Generation I   tools needed for such crafts as 

carpentry, masonry, mechanical repair shops, etc., or to any 

Generation I house implements. 

Referring to agricultural tools, which we took as an example, 

production of such Generation I tools, because of their low technological 

content and the low capital intensity required, can take place in small 

workshops.   On the input side one would need small capital invest- 

ment«, relatively cheap semifabricated raw materials, and relatively 

low profeeetonal skills.   On the output side the product would be 

designed and made to meet local requirements and would be well 

within the financial means of potential consumers.   Further, 

distribution would be simple since all implements so produced would 

find their way to local markets. 

Once the premise« of the manufacture of Generation  I  hand-operated 

tool« «re set (production capability followed by demand),   the 

introduction of Generation H    equipment become« almost automatic. 

The «erne workshop« are ready (either by thetr own power or with 

outside assistance) to produce power-driven (horse or motor) 

equipment such a« steel plows (single or multtpls furrow), cultivators. 

--•"•^ • »-Ji--^-     -t^,^ ,'kMu... ,_ju¡¿..f.¿a¿, *K.-iat¿¿¿¿L¿.i    -^¡.„.. 
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spinners, dung spreadera, narrow«*«, plantara, hay rakes, mowera, 

etc. 

Asida from liberating man from hard toil, Generation II   toola would 

incraaaa farmer's productivity and ultimately hla output.   At this stage 

the process has further implications i 

+      Acquainting the farmer wtth more complex machinery, has 

taught him how to use itj 

+      Repair shops and repair skills are developed. 

As this production process matures, both supply and demand are 

ready for  Generation III   equipment.   At this stage, the impact 

increases in complexity, for the technological content becomes more 

complex thus requiring higher manufacturing skills, greater profes- 

sional preparation, higher investments, etc. 

Once again these difficulties can be overcome either locally or by 

introduction of foreign intanaste.   Typical of Qeneratton III farm 

equipment is the mechanically very simple, one pia ton, low or 

meoHum-powered tractor, and other farm machinery capable of 

economically responding to the now available horse power. 

•aaai« 
^mtÊtÊÈÊm MÊÊÊ 

mÊÊÊÊÊÊÊtÊÊÊa 
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Industrial growth of the sector under consideration is thus achieved 

gradually and naturally front within and not artifically Induced through 

outside pressure.   This growth has a snow-balling effect on the whole 

economy, since a number of benefits start mushrooming around the 

process.   Let me just mention some of them : 

+     Work and repair shops will start cropping up In the villages and 

small urban areas.   These will be operated by workmen who will 

have learnt their skills step by step developing ever Increasing 

ability to handle and repair sophisticated equipment. 

+      These workshops will stimulate demand for wonkshop tools, and 

the process will follow the same evolution pattern, growing from 

Generation I  hand tools through the following generations of 

power tools. 

The model that we have chosen to describe the Industrial evolution 

pattern of an LDC Is that of a country with the lowest development 

profile.   Yet we agreed from the onset that this Is only a theoretical 

model.   In reality, mechanisation and motorization is an unescapable 

modern factor present today everywhere In the world.   I would 

therefore like to focus attention on just one aspect of steadily growing 

motorization, one which has to do with tires. 
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In this type of country we have chosen to analyse,all cars, self- 

propelled vehicles, trucks and tractors are highly valuable 

investments which cannot be replaced or written off in too short a 

period of tl me.   Yet the rate of tire wear is such that their 

deterioration is more rapid than elsewhere.   Thus there is a need 

for their repair and ultimately their replacement.   Here two 

solutions are available: 

1 . Invite one of the multinational tire producing companies to set up 

a tire plant.   Obviously this would be located either close to a big 

harbour or to a large urban area.   The plant would have a 

production capacity well beyond local needs and be built with the 

idea of exporting the surplus.   This approach may be very 

tempting to local government officials.   Vet it is insidious because ¡ 

a. in terms of labor force it will employ only from SO to 100 

people. 

b. these workers will be hired from the immediate environment of 

the plant, some of them lured to the city by the prospect of 

employment. 

c. production will be distributed in accordance with the company'» 

own sales programs and through the company's distribution 

network set up in accordance with Western criteria, in 

competition with other tire manufacturers. 

MeMSHMSSSl •H 
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d.    although tt is true that soma capital will enter for construction 

of tha plant, it is equally true that part of it will flow out to 

rapay interest, principal and profits. 

a.   foreign exchange income derived from sales abroad will thus 

be offset to some extent by such outflow. 

2.    Tha second solution is an infinitely more modest one, but is much 

mora in line with local requirements and capabilities.   It consists 

simply in encouraging establishment of or .. or several locally 

owned tir* recapping units.   The benefits of such a solution are 

obvious, and I may mention them briefly: 

a. tha technology required to recap used tires is simple and can 

easily be mastered by local technicians assisted both by 

rnanufacturers of tire recapping equipment or by those who 

make the rubber required to recap tires. 

b. tha capital required to sat up such small tire recapping units 

could be found locally.   In any case, it is négligeable, 

especially if one chooaaa one of the following solutions : 

+   purchaee from abroad used reconditioned, older generation 

tire recapping equipment ; 

•   call in a foreign manufacturer of tire recapping equipment 

to set up a local joint venture. 
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e.   the production will find its way to the market by the otl patch 

principle. 

d. cost of the product will be well below the cost or a new tira, 

with about equal performance capability. 

e. the plant may be set up where it is moat needed, possibly well 

within the interior of the country. 

Before closing the list of examples of fields where national marketing 

seems indicated, I want to mention one more national marketing area 

of particular importance.   We all know water's vital role.   In simple 

worde, water is equated with life.   Without water there can be no 

agriculture, no animal husbandry, no life in the vtllagee and, of course, 

no industrial activity.   Or, as is the case in many of the LDCs, water 

is hard to reach; so «in all-out effort must be made to encourage 

development of all and any initiatives aimed at producing well-digging, 

water-pumping and watei—conducting equ ipment. 

The human toil required in certain LDCs to obtain and convay water to 

the areas or points where it is needed is indescribable, not to mention 

the quality of the water recovered. 

There ta one country in the world which has lived wtdi the water problem 

from its e*rltest history   -  Holland.  It la tru« that Holland»a protolam 

uvea how fee gat rid of water, and our LDCa problems are how to gat 

•.   Yet Holland gives us ar. excellent example of how infonioua the 
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human mind can be whan, for reasons of survival, it must face a 

challenge.   Dutch engineers and craftsman ovar the centuries have 

concantrated on the probi ama of pump anginaaring and land reclama- 

tion and developed invaluable experience in eventually solving the 

water problem. 

To come back to our LDCa, davelopment of national water handling 

equipment seems of the highaet priority.   However, once again, I 

must strass the need to procada step by step or by what I previously 

callad generations of equipment. 

In tha first instance, well-digging tools and aquipmant should be made 

locally.   Water extraction by hand must gradually be replaced by 

watar extraction with pump«.    These pumps naad not be sophisticatad, 

high capacity, electric-driven turbines.   One car easil> start with 

sinopie hand-operated piston pumps.   The manufacture of such pumps 

poeae no great technological prot ems and requires little capital 

investment}  they ere «aay to maintain and easy to bo installed whe- 

rm/mr needed.  As regarda water pipes, one does not need to think in 

tarme of steel pipes of tha largest gauges conceivable, which only 

highly expensive steal milla can turn out and tha imports of which 

would chain the limited financial means of LDCs.   Modern technology 

mafcae it possible to produca with simple extruding machines, and 

usina cheap material* eaaily available or tha market, plastic pipes 
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of a variety of gauges, from small to large.   The mounting of such 

pipes, laid on the surface of the ground, requires a minimum of 

equipment and technical skill. 

Thus, water recovered from a well or a river, and pump«!  -  through 

pipes   -   to a centrally located   (and covered to avoid evaporation) 

tank will become available at an infinitely lower cost in term« of 

human toil and suffering. 

Therefore I cannot insist enough on the need   -   for those LDCs  which 

have to live with this problem   -   on encouraging the local marketing 

of a water-use industry, no matter now rudimentary and cheap the 

beginnings may be.   It is important to begin;   the reet comes easily 

and automatically, and many would be surprised how fast a plant can 

grow once il has sunk its root« in the grounds. 

HO* TO GO ABOUT PRIMING THE MARKETING *****&if 

Having gone so far in my analysis of the path wrfitoh a sensible msrkst- 

ing process should follow in an LDC, I can seme s big objection from 

some of my audience. 

--• —**"*———•*— 
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I can hear   some people say :   "The process which you have described 

requires time, and we no longer have time.   We need big plants today, 

big projects capable of producing for our needs, and for exporting BO 

we can earn foreign currency, which in turn will permit us to bridge 

the industrialization gap. 

Such queries if they were raised should be discarded.   Neither Europe, 

nor America, nor any of the highly industrialized countries started 

their industrialization process with, the thought of supplying foreign 

markets.   All beginnings are modest and tedious   -   and there is no 

reason why they should be different in the LDCs.    For centuries 

production in Europe was the result of the skillful work of craftsmen 

in »mall or larger Workshops.   When Europeans emigrated to the USA, 

they continued there their skills and crafts as thoy had done m Europe, 

in the early days a craftsman's shop worked for the immediate needs 

of hi» village.   If the crartsman was capable, inventive and full of 

initiative, hi» fame would spread ^yond the bord«-» of hi« villang» 

and demand for hi» product» would then oome from a larger area. 

Under pressure of demand, hi» »kill» would improve, and hi» acttvtty 

would expand.   Tht« was the pattern of productive acttvtty until the 

»urge of the industrial revolution, which began in England about 17S0 

and which had, by the ^mmr 1»37, »oread through Central Europe and 

acroe» the Atlantic to North America.   The substitution of machines 

ft»r men, which had begun in the *orti«hops and factories, had sparked 
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men's imaginations everywhere.   A numbar of brilliant men in many 

countries in Europe   -   and in America   -   were beginning to devote 

their energies and talents toward eliminating the hard work and 

drudgery long associated with the life of the farmer. 

At this stage I *ould Uke to tell you the story of an American company 

which stands today among the world's leaders in the manufacture of 

agricultural equipment. 

Since the dawn of recordad history, mankind had dona little to change 

or to improve the traditional methods of tilling me soil or reaping the 

harvest.    Pictures found among the pyramids built more than 4000 

years ago show Egyptian farmers with their draught animals and 

wooden plows tilling the soil in practically identical ways as tha early 

European and American farmers . 

The rich, heavy, black, virgin soils of central and waaterr America 

could not be plowed with these ancient wooden plows, nor even wt#\ 

the later ver «»ions which were improved by tha addition of • caat iron 

point.    They would no« polish   -   they would not clean themealvee   - 

the plow«   wouldn't just work in those heavy, rich, virgin U 

%J this problem, a larga and potentially productiva 

(which was ! atar tu become the tiPssdaasfrst of North Amerio») coule) 

not be settled;   tt coula nr* be farmed.   Native Redman, wild buffalo, 



deer, slk, turkeys, geese, and duck* were the only inhabitants as the 

early pioneers and settlars continuad to move westward looking for 

lands which could be plowed and tilled with their relatively primitive 

implements. 

Many men had tried and failed to solve this problem of plowing the hard 

fertile soils.   In the year 1837, a young blacksmith named John Deere 

succeeded where all the others had failed   -   he built the first cleaning 

plow.   That first steel plow  -   the plow that unlocked the riches of thoee 

untamed black   soils of the American heartland   -   was the humble 

beginning of what is today one of the world's largest agricultural 

equipment industries, which, today, is contributing so much to the 

growing of food and fiber all over the world. 

It appears to me of considerable interest to follow the grow») pattern 

of this industry as it is a case history from which many lessons can 

be drawn. 

Within a few years, news of John DeerVs eelf-poUehing steel plow 

hag spread sV^owflhout rural Amerio*.   That plow beoame part of the 

household of mar*/ familles that moved M—twerd to explore and setti« 

Wt#M* a few years, the suasses of Wm self-ooltshing steel »low 

tt letimaii fer our »l schemi* te move out of his small shoe and 

BBBBël 
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into a larger factory building.   Around the year 1844  (seven years 

later)   our man was already building several hundreds of plows each 

year.   By 1847, John Deere was selling one thousand plows each year. 

It became necessary for him to move to Moline, Illinois   - on the 

Mississippi   River   -   where he had access to coal and to the water 

power and transportation provided by that great river. 

During this same period, that is, in the middle of the 19th century, a 

number of other ingenious men were devoting their talents to the 

further mechanization of agriculture.   In  1861 the Van Brunt Brothers 

of Horicon, Wisconsin built the first grain drill which was capable of 

accurately and mechanically placing the seed in the soil.   The invention 

of the grain drill also had a tremendous impact on agriculture because, 

prior to that time, u was often impossible to raise a crop of wheat or 

other small grain on the great prairies of America.   Millions of carrier 

pigeons devoured the seed broadcast by hand on top of the soil and the 

grain drill covered the seed, thereby preventing its consumption by 

the pigeons. 

During the next 50 years, from 1861 until 1011, Van Brunt, Mamur, 

Dain and «avérai other compente* building non-competing farm 

equipment, came into the Deere organization.   In 1911 they war« 

incorporated under the nam« of Dear« ft Company, and from that day 

I, the company wu able to markat a full Un« of farm «qulpmant. 
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such ais corn planters, disk harrows, disk cultivators, stalk cutters, 

hay rakes, hay loaders, cotton planters, alfa-alfa cultivators, garden 

tools, and beet tools. 

During the early years of the 20th century, other men with vision in 

Europe and America began the development of traction engines to 

replace animals   -   the major step in mechanizing the farm.   In 1918 

John Deere purchased the Waterloo Gasoline Engine Company, which 

had been incorporated in 1895 and was an outgrowth of Froelich's 

original Waterloo Gasoline Traction Engine Company  -   the first 

gasoline tractor that could propel itself backward as well as forward 

was made by Froelich.   Tractor building then became one of the 

company's vocations   -  first the so-called   "Waterloo Boy"   built 

by the Waterloo Gasoline Engine Company and produced from 1913 

until 1923.   In this latter year the company introduced the powerful 

new model   "D"  which was the first of the long line of famous   two- 

cyltndsr kerosene tractors.   It's interesting io note that the 

"powerful model D"   had 27 horse-power. 

During the same period, machines designed to ease the burdens of 

harvesting were being developed and in this field the company once 

again was a pioneer.   Combines working in the wheat fields of 

Western America were at first drawn by mules, yet for those days 

they were the most modern combines in the industry.   In 1928 the 
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general purpose  (GP) tractor was introducaci  -   the first tractor to have 

four sources of power   -   drawbar, belt, pulley, power take-off, and 

power lift.   The company story does not, of course, end here, since it 

continued to grow and prosper until it became the Deere & Company of 

today. 

Having thus demonstrated the sensibility of the national marketing 

development process path, a path which was followed by Europe and the 

USA at its ttme, and which therefore must also be followed by the LDCs, 

I can sense another objection. 

I can understand that some of my audience will say  -   the USA and 

Europe had 100 years to grow.   We, today, no longer have time.   We 

must speed up our development in order to catch up with the time lost. 

To this objection I would answer that, whereas Europe and the USA had 

to achieve their progress through their own forces, the LDCs have today 

an advantage  -   they have the willingness of the industrialized world to 

help both with capital investment and with know-how.   The problem, 

therefore, is how LDCs can best take advantage of this situation. 

It is, therefore, within this framework of thinking, and taking trito 

account the pattern of development described above, that the responsible 

authorities within the LDCs need to plan and act.  Once again it ta 
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difficult to com« up with abstract prescriptions, yet there are a few basic 

suggestione which appear self-evident to the marketing planner, 

The first one Is that a very close and accurate Inventory needs to be 

made of all existing industrial   (from the smallest to the largest) 

activities In the area to be surveyed. 

The second le an evaluation of their present Induetrlal capabilities 

and their potential growth by adding new linee of production, by 

expanding production of existing Unse. 

The third le by devising ways and means aimed at asstettng such 

development. 

The fourth is the need to analyse closely all importe and determine 

thé feasibility of encouraging the production in ettu of some of the 

Imported. 

Now tf SHpanaion and growth of extotlna tndustrlee or eeml-induetrtal 

activtttee le not poaeiMe for a number of objective and eubjecttve 

roaoona, It le up to the responsible governmental agenciee to identify 

the manufacturero of all the low technology oontent tmported goods, and 

oomact them in the attempt to Induca them to eeteblleh joint venturee 

wMhtoeal 
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In this respect, I think that an interesting detail should be kept in mind. 

There are, in the industrial world, many industries which produce 

sophisticated Generation IV and V equipment.   These industries have 

discarded their older Generation I and II or III production, yet the blue 

prints, the know-how and even the machines used to produce them are 

available.   These have already been written off and sit in warehouses 

or drawers. 

Inviting such industries to enter the country with that already written 

off capital and set up joint ventures with local industries is definitely 

a policy which needs to be very closely analysed.   Let me give you an 

example of what I mean. 

In the 60s FIAT of Italy was producing a FIAT model 600 car.   In the 

mid-sixties this model was no longer suited to the local market and was 

therefore discarded.   Sales of that car had been extremely high so that 

all the equipment for its manufacture had been written off.   At that stage, 

FIAT entered into negotiation for the production of the FIAT 600 model 

with a country which was behind in its motorization process and for which 

the 600 model was very well suited.   With FIAT'S assistance the 

production of that model car wa¿¡ then started In that country. 

This approach can therefore be used in other areas of industrial 

production as it has been proven successful. 
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In conclusion, I would like to express my fatth in the enormous potential 

of the human material which inhabits the LDCs.   This potential has been 

dormant for many centuries   -   and it is not the place here to bring 

history to trial  -  yet all that is now needed is to unlock this potential. 

The world todays has become fully aware of its responsibilities toward 

the Developing Countries and is ready to contribute toward assisting 

them to unlock their energies so as to improve the quality of life of 

their populations. 

Yet even wtth the utmost goodwill and beet intentions of all parties 

concerned, these objectives cannot be achieved overnight.   It is 

unthinkable to bridge the industrialization gap tn ten or twenty year«, 

not to mention the fact that, in many instances, this is even unadviaable, 

The final objective being the improvement of the quality of life, it is 

the reeponetbtllty of the competent authorities to carefully study and 

boost all thoae national activities which can assist in achieving it, by 

following a reasonable and well planned development path. 

Whan thta la dona the Industrialisa«! world will »tap th with the means 

at Its disposal to help tn the implementation of any such plan. 
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A last warning though.    The Western world in its race to industrialize, 

most unfortunately, fell into an unreversible pitfall.   In attempting to 

improve and better the quality of life it exposed itself to problems of 

pollution, waste of raw materials, and destruction of the environment 

to mention only a few of the negative side effects of the process. 

The LDCs have the chance to draw the right conclusions from the 

West's negative experiences.   In their   aim of achieving a better 

quality of life, they are able through careful planning to avoid the 

same disruptive consequences. 
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